Please agree to the REC Foundation terms and conditions to complete your grant. Terms and conditions include:

- Grant equipment will be stored in a safe, clean location.
- Grant equipment will be used for official REC Foundation competitions or activities.
- Grant recipient/organization agrees to register one or more additional VRC teams with the REC Foundation this season compared to last season, including this grant team in the count of additional teams. For example, if the recipient/organization had two VRC teams registered with the REC Foundation last season, the recipient/organization must register a minimum of three or more VRC teams with the REC Foundation this season, including the grant team in the count of additional teams.
- Grant recipient/organization agrees to pay the Girl Powered (grant) team registration within 30 days of grant approval via RobotEvents.com.
- Grant recipient/organization agrees that 50% or more of the participants on the grant team are young women.
- Grant recipient/organization agrees the Grant Team will register, pay for, and compete in one or more official REC Foundation Competition events for the next two (2) years. We understand that due to COVID-19 your ability to participate in an event may be limited, so your team’s attendance or participation in our virtual events/online challenges will be acceptable for the season.
- Grant equipment will be returned to the REC Foundation if the organization decides to no longer participate in the VIQC program within the two (2) year timeframe of receiving this grant.
- Grant recipient/organization agrees to complete any research or academic studies within reason including pre and post-training survey, pre and post-season survey, and individual team profile.
- Grant recipient/organization agrees the Grant Team will recognize the REC Foundation as a primary sponsor of their team for the current and upcoming competition seasons.

The Robotics Education & Competition Foundation will provide a grant to cover the VEX Robotics materials needed to start a VRC team. These materials include:

- 1 - V5 Competition Starter Kit (276-7030)
- 4 - V5 Smart Motor (276-4840)
- 1 - V5 Smart Cable Starter Pack (276-6364)

By clicking, and accepting this grant, I agree to all terms and conditions above. Exceptions to these terms and conditions can only be made by authorized REC Foundation staff members, in writing directly to the recipient.